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▪ The Business Bridge concept was initiated to connect Minnesota and Western Wisconsin companies 

with large companies headquartered in the region. One of Minnesota’s greatest assets is its substantial 

number of leading companies. Securing a large company as an anchor client can have a tremendous 

impact on the trajectory of a company by establishing a stable revenue stream, credibility for investors 

and other clients and generating job growth

▪ However, sourcing departments at large companies face significant challenges in sorting through 

potential suppliers to find qualified, responsive suppliers capable of meeting their needs. Business 

Bridge was conceived to bring large and small companies together efficiently to build new purchasing 

relationships

▪ A Supply Chain Executive Council comprised of more than a dozen chief purchasing and supply chain 

officers from Minnesota’s largest companies has been established to provide strategic direction and 

oversight to the effort.

▪ The Council has made progress toward setting ambitious goals and developing practical approaches to 

incorporate Business Bridge principles into procurement practices. 

– Council companies collectively set a goal to buy $10 billion with MN/ W. Wisconsin based 

companies by the end of 2018. This is an increase of $3B of incremental spend growth from 2012
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▪ The Council identified a set of principles for operationalizing Business Bridge in any procurement 

organization

– The first step is establishing senior leadership commitment to buying local, then sharing the case 

for change, setting processes with staff, then measuring and sharing results

– This approach fits well with existing supplier diversity goals and procedures and could serve as an 

additional avenue for local MDBE businesses to gain access to RFP opportunities with large local 

companies

– Companies participating in Business Bridge have adopted the following:

▫ Taken specific steps taken to incorporate business bridge principles in procurement process 

(e.g., targets, training of procurement staff, communications, etc.)

▫ For example, individual Council companies have set targets for RFP inclusion of local 

businesses and have begun communicating externally and internally the importance of “buying 

local” to growing jobs in our region.

▪ By advancing this concept of more effectively linking suppliers with supply chains of established 

organizations, the Council hopes to distinguish our region as a leading model of this type of 

collaboration


